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Effect of craters on deep hardening under pulsed electron beam  

Thierry Grosdidier, Youssef Samih, Chuang Dong 

 

By comparing the behavior of two types of 316L stainless steels under the high current pulsed 
electron beam (HCPEB) irradiation treatment, it is demonstrated experimentally that the burst of 
eruptive craters through the surface has an effect on the so-called deep hardening. The density of 
craters has been quantified and the results revealed significant hardening at depth as deep as 180µm 
only in the sulfurised steel containing the MnS particles which served as nucleation sites for craters.  

Ефект на кратерите върху дълбокото втвърдяване при въздействие с импулсен 
електронен лъч (Т. Гросдидиер, Й. Сами,Ч. Донг). Чрез сравняване на поведението на два 
вида 316L неръждаема стомана при облъчване с  високо токов импулсен електронен лъч 
(HCPEB), е доказано експериментално, че появата на еруптивни кратери на повърхността 
има ефект върху т. нар. дълбоко втвърдяване. Гъстотата на кратерите е оценена 
количествено и резултатите показаха значително втвърдяване на дълбочина 180 µm само в 
сулфурираната стомана, съдържаща MnS частици, които са послужили като места за 
зараждане на кратери.  

 

Introduction 
The interaction of intense pulsed electron beams 

(IPEB) [1, 2] or intense pulsed ion beams (IPIB) [3, 4] 
with materials has been studied because of successful 
industrial applications for specific surface treatments 
and coating/alloying of materials. These techniques 
generally induce the formation of three successive 
zones in the irradiated samples. If the energy imparted 
to the sample is sufficiently high, the very top surface 
(few microns) consists generally of a melted and 
rapidly solidified layer from which some light element 
may have evaporated [5]. Below is present a heat 
affected zone (~ 10 µm) where solid-state phase 
transformations and recrystallization may occur [6, 7]. 
Finally, much deeper within the surface (~ 100 µm) 
can be present a zone that is affected by the generated 
stresses and which can be hardened by plastic 
deformation and the presence of dislocations and 
structural defects [8 - 10] or by the formation of stress 
induced martensite [11, 12]. 

In the case of the high current pulsed electron 
beam (HCPEB) technique, the improved wear 
resistance has been attributed to several 
complementary factors (surface hardening, 
nanostructure formation, roughness modification)  and 
the mechanisms responsible for the improvement in 
corrosion established for steels, Cu and other light 
alloys based on Ti, Al  and Mg. However, the 
mechanisms responsible for the so-called "deep 

hardening" are much less understood.  In their 
modeling approach, Qin et al. [13, 14] suggested that 
the subsurface initial melting that is associated with 
the specific energy distribution of the electron beam 
could create an additional source of plastic 
deformation. Indeed, it was suggested that recoil 
impulses could be generated as a consequence of 
crater eruptions that were necessary to evacuate the 
confine sub-surface pool of melted and vaporized 
matter that burst through the surface in the early 
stages of electron beam surface melting [14, 15].  To 
the authors knowledge however, there is no 
experimental work that has been carried out so far to 
undoubtedly verify the electiveness of the formation 
of craters on hardening the surface and subsurface of 
HCPEB treated samples. 

The aim of the present paper is to investigate 
experimentally the contribution of the potential crater 
bursts on modifying the deep hardening phenomena. 
To this end, the HCPEB technique has been applied 
under similar processing conditions on two stainless 
steels of very close chemistry but having different 
potential for crater formation.  

Materials and processing conditions 

A. Treated steels 

The two steels are from the AISI 316L austenitic 
stainless steel series having low levels of carbon 
(0.03% maximum). The first grade, the 316LS one, 
has been re-sulfurised to a tightly controlled level, in 
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order to introduce Manganese Sulphides (MnS). As 
will be explained hereafter, these precipitates will 
induce a higher density of craters.  The second grade, 
the 316LM (low carbon vacuum melted) , is a medical 
grade that has been vacuum melted to achieve high 
levels of purities and cleanliness. Thanks to the 
absence of inclusions,  it has an improved corrosion 
resistance and, as will be shown, is less prone to crater 
formation under HCPEB. For both steels, the 
austenitic phase is very stable and the Ms temperature 
is below -150°C.  

B. HCPEB processing parameters 

The HCPEB parameters used in the present study 
were selected based on our previous results and 
experience. The samples were irradiated 20 times with 
a pulse duration of about 1 µs while 10 s was the 
duration was left between two successive pulses. An 
accelerating voltage of 27 kV, corresponding to an 
energy density of 6 J/cm2, was used.  

Background on the beam / material interaction 

A. Experimental approaches 

Although they are operated differently and have 
different types of interactions, the pulsed electron 
beams and pulsed ion beams share some basic 
fundamentals. The pulse irradiation generates fast 
heating (108 - 1010 K/s) and cooling (107 - 109 K/s) 
with high temperature gradient (106 - 108 K/cm) and 
within a very short time. Under IPEB - also called 
(Low Energy) High Current Pulsed Electron Beam : 
(LE)HCPEB -  the pulse durations are typically of the 
order of 1 to 5 µs for energy densities in the range 1 to 
10 J/cm2 when using the "Nadezhda-2" [1] or "Hope-
1" [16] machines but they can be increased to 100 - 
200 µs leading to an energy density up to 30-80 J/cm2 
when using the "Solo" [17] machine . Comparatively, 
for IPIB - also often called High Power Ion Beam : 
HPIB - ions can be introduced at the very top surface 
using  pulse durations that are generally much shorter 
(40 - 100 ns); 100 ns for the "Vera" facility for 
example [18]. Also, the ion range or the energy 
deposition region is generally shorter than that of the 
electron beam. This is illustrated in the comparative 
example given for close energy densities (2 and 2.2 
J/cm2) by Krasnikov et al. [19]; an example which 
also recalls the important point concerning the fact 
that the maximum energy distribution is released 
slightly below the surface (0.4 to 2 µm) for IPEB [8, 
9, 11, 14, 15, 19].     

In their pioneer studies on Fe and carbon steels, 
Markov and Rotshtein [8] as well as Pogrebnjak et al. 

[9] investigated the evolution of hardness in IPEB and 
IPIB treated samples, respectively.  When using a 
very high energy pulsed electron beam (10 µs duration 
for 50 and 150 J/cm2 energy deposition) on a 
quenched and tempered steel, Markov and Rothstein, 
found a deep hardening arising essentially from the 
refine structure formed within the  thick (25 µm and 
180 µm) melted domain that underwent rapid 
solidification [8]. Comparatively, when the pulse 
duration was shorten to about 1µm using a lower 
energy electron beam (LEHCPEB, 1 - 10 J/cm2), the 
increase in micro-hardness was essentially coming 
from the sub-surface that remained solid and was 
related to the propagation of stress waves and 
associated strain hardening [2, 8]. The analyses of 
pure Fe under IPIB have also revealed a correlation 
between the average dislocation density and micro-
hardness both in the near surface layers and at great 
depths [9]. It was suggested that the dislocation 
density was significantly reduced under IPEB in Fe 
with the attenuation of the thermo-elastic stresses 
while the generation of a shock wave under IPIB 
formed a deep hardened layer at depth as high as 200 
µm [9]. While in pure HCPEB treated Fe the 
hardening extended to about 8 µm at the lowest 
energy density (3.3 J/cm2) and 20 µm under 5.2 J/cm2, 
the deep hardening extended far beyond the heat 
affected zone (over 200 µm  under 2.5 J/cm2) for the 
0.45 carbon steel after 300 pulses of irradiation 
reaching a surprisingly high value of about 16 GPa 
[2]. For the 316LS steel treated for 20 pulses, TEM 
investigations have also revealed a pronounced 
deformed state materialized by high dislocation 
density coupled with the presence of very well defined 
micro-deformation bands [10].  

B. Theoretical approaches 

Several modeling approaches have been proposed 
to improve our understanding of the deep hardening 
phenomena. Using a model based on dislocations 
dynamics and kinetics applied to a Fe target, 
Krasnikov et al. have done an interesting comparison 
of the effectiveness of IPIB and IPEB [20]. In the case 
of IPEB, the selected large pulse duration (800 ns) 
and, accordingly, the low rate of energy input, does 
not provide with the formation of the dynamic stress 
wave and the increase in dislocation density was 
entirely provided by the action of the quasi-static 
thermal stresses [20]. Under such conditions, the 
modeling approach shows that the hardening could not 
extend to depth higher than 8 µm. Thus, it can be 
clearly concluded that (i) the deep hardening observed 
under IPIB and IPEB have different origins and that 
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(ii) taking into account solely the different stresses 
generated by the heat flux cannot explain the deep 
hardening often recorded under IPEB. As previously 
mentioned, the modeling approach carried out by Qin 
et al. suggested that the eruption of craters at the 
surface of treated surfaces could be at the origin of the 
deep hardening under HCPEB [14], but no 
experimental proof has been given so far.  

Craters and their potential effects  

A. Crater formation mechanisms and densities 

An intriguing feature after intense pulse irradiation 
is indeed the presence of craters at the sample surface. 
In the case of the HCPEB treatments, as temperature 
rises faster at a subsurface layer due to the maximum 
energy deposition located at about 1/3 of the total 
penetration depth of the beam, the craters are 
essentially produced by the expulsion of 
liquid/vaporized pools of mater through the outermost 
surface. While craters have been observed to be 
localized at grain boundaries and especially their triple 
junctions, the major source of crater nucleation site is 
the presence of second phase particles which often 
have different physical and thermal properties than the 
matrix. The nucleation sites were indentified to be 
intermetallics in NiTi [11] or carbides in carbon steels 
[21] and the D2 steel [22].  In the case of the 316LS 
austenitic stainless steel investigated here, a steel 
containing a fairly low amount of carbon, the 
nucleation site were confirmed to be MnS inclusions 
[23]. Fig. 1 gathers results taken from Samih et al. 
[24], which gives the density of craters observed at the 
surface of various metals after an increasing amount 
of pulses given at an energy density of 6 J/cm2 

 
Fig. 1. Evolution of crater density with the number of 

pulses for different metals treated by HCPEB for an energy 
deposition of 6 J/cm2. Note the difference in crater density 

for the two steels investigated here 

 In terms of crater formation, two groups of metals 
can be distinguished.  The single crystal Ni-based 
superalloy (containing coherent precipitates) and the 
AISI 420 martensitic stainless steel are present at the 
bottom of the graph.  The absence of incoherent 
particles having a different chemistry explains the low 
density of craters. Comparatively, the different carbon 
steels and the 316LS austenitic steel are characterized 
by a high density of craters that tends to decrease 
when the number of pulses increases. This behavior 
has been explained by considering the combined 
effect of (i) a slight increase in melted layer thickness 
with (ii) a homogenization of the surface chemistry 
that lower the density of potential nucleation sites at 
chemical heterogeneities [21, 22].  

Looking at the craters density obtained when 
treating our steels with an energy density of 6 J/cm2, it 
is clear that each steel falls within one of these two 
categories. The data obtained for the 316LS steel are 
consistent with the results on the 316LS steel reported 
previously [2] and large craters were indeed formed at 
MnS inclusion sites. Comparatively, the 316 LM steel, 
that does not contain MnS inclusion, is characterized 
by a low density of craters.  

B. Effect of carters on hardening 

Fig. 2 gives a SEM image of the surface of the 
316LS steel after irradiation. Several craters are 
visible.  

 
 

Fig. 2. SEM top view of a HCPEB treated surface showing 
the presence of craters in the MnS containing 316 LS steel. 

The surface is also covered by deformation marks 
such as slip lines witnessing the effect of plastic 
deformation. This is consistent with observations 
carried out on the same alloy revealing also that this 
plastic deformation could be accommodated by the 
formation of orientation dependant mechanical twins 
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[25]. The EBSD and XRD analysis have revealed 
similar deformation mechanisms for the two steels 
investigated here: dislocations and twinning activities 
and the absence of martensitic transformation.   

In addition to the top surface modification, the 
microstructure at the sub-surface is also affected by 
the effects of the craters.  

 
Fig. 3. Evolution of the sub-surface hardness for the MnS 
containing (where craters are nucleated) 316LS steel and 

the particle free 316 LM steel. 

Fig. 3 gives the evolution of the hardness measured 
on cross section for the two steels. Each indicated 
hardness data corresponds to an average of 5 
measurements.  After HCPEB, the surface hardness of 
the 316LM steel increases to reach about 220 HV near 
the top treated surface, more 20% higher than the 
initial material hardness (about 180 HV). Then, the 
hardness decreases to reach to initial material hardness 
at about 80 µm in depth. Although a wavy aspect of 
the hardness evolution is visible, the overall intensity 
of the hardness modifications are not affected much. 
Comparatively, the hardness has been improved by 
more than 40% for the 316LS steel - to reach values 
above 250 Hv - and the hardening is effective over an 
entire depth of 180 µm.  There is therefore a clear 
difference in the deep hardening behavior of these two 
grades of steel despite their very close nature. 

Conclusions 
Two types of 316L stainless steels, having a 

different ability to create craters at nucleated at 
inclusions,  have been investigated after the same high 
current pulsed electron beam (HCPEB) irradiation 
treatment. A much higher density of craters formed on 
the surface of the 316LS steel that contained MnS 
inclusions than for the inclusion free 316LM steel. A 
more significant sub-surface hardening, to a depth of 
about 180 µm was revealed for the 316LS steel. These 

experimental results tend to confirm the idea raised 
from the modeling work of Qin et al. [14] that 
suggested that the burst of craters provide with a 
driving force to create recoil impulses able to 
plastically deform the material sub-surface.   
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